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309/28 Jul
Al-Husayn Brigade Headquarters
Security
Ref no. 29
Date: 25 Jul 2001
To: Karbala' Volunteers Division Command (Security)
Subject: Security Measures
In reference to your correspondence, number 102/197, dated 15 Jul 2001, we reviewed the
information and took the necessary actions.
Please review.
Major 'Ubadah Muhammad Rajab
Al-Husayn Brigade
Jul 2001
Under processing
28 Jul
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309/28 Jul
Karbala' Volunteers Division Command (Security) Headquarters
Security
Ref no. 102/197
Date: 25 Jul 2001
To: Security Officers of Yafa, Ariha and Al-Husayn Brigades
Subject: Security Measures
The Iranian regime supplied its agents with explosives in addition to 107 mm and 122 mm
rockets. Those agents adopted new methods in their sabotage actions using conically shaped
bombs and empty tin milk cans after filling them with TNT.
In addition, the Iranian regime supplied Badr Corp with mines, guided missiles, launchers,
timing devices and pistols with silencers to carry out sabotage activities in Iraq.
Therefore, the Division Commander orders that you conduct patrols and monitor the area
near your camps, and intensify the guard duty and patrols in order to prevent those agents
from achieving their intentions. Also, you must use your sources to gather information about
this affair in each sector.
Please review and take the necessary actions.
Signature

Intelligence Brigadier General
Security Officer of Karbala' Volunteers Division Command
15 Jul 2001
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Presidency of the Republic
General Military Intelligence Directorate
Al-Quds Army Intelligence System
Ref no. 2/2/516
Date: 11 Jul 2001
To: Karbala' Division, Al-Quds Army, Security
Subject: Information
In reference to our directorate secret and confidential correspondence, number 8/43/1/10420,
dated 03 Jul 2001, we received the following information:
1- The Iranian regime supplied Badr Corp with significant quantities of explosives, and
sophisticated timing and electronic devices to carry out sabotage activities in Iraq. Badr Corp
members were trained to use these devices in the Dayzful and Bakhtran regions.
2- The Iranian and Kuwaiti regimes achieved an agreement with Badr Corp to support the so
called "Supreme Council of the Islamic Revolution" if they increase their sabotage activities
in Iraq.
3- The agent Karim Mahud ordered some of his followers to execute sabotage activities in
Baghdad upon orders from the Iranian Regime.
4- On 25 May 2001, Badr Corp agents brought 107 mm and 122 mm rockets to Al-Furat AlAwsat Governorate and Al-Furat Al-Janubi Governorate. Also, they brought other rockets
through the northern region to deliver them to Diyala, Salah-al-Din and Baghdad
Governorates.
5- The agents received orders to intensify their sabotage and informative activities, focusing
on Al-Basrah and Baghdad Governorates. Their activities include distributing hostile
pamphlets and contacting the heads of clans…
1-2
Secret and Confidential
We called the formations security officers at 18:30 hrs on 15 Jul, and briefed them about this
information and about the security measures to be taken.
Signature

15 Jul
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… near Dhi Qar Governorate, especially those near Al-'Abrat region.
6- Badr Corp recruits the Iraqi volunteers existing in Iran. Also, the criminal, Muhammad
Baqir Al-Hakim, increased the salaries of their agents.
7- Badr Corp agents adopted new methods in their sabotage actions using conically shaped
bombs filled with TNT, weighing 5-6 kg and using a locally made metal base. Also, using
empty tin milk cans after filling them with TNT, connected to Cortex fuse, a detonator and a
timing device.
8- Badr Corp is at a top alert condition. They ordered the personnel on leave and the reserve
forces to join their units, and they have opened a new headquarters in eastern Al-Ahwar (TC;
Illegible word) the sand barrier. In addition, they brought ambulance and transport vehicles
to the northern part of Shat 'Ali.

9- The Iranian regime supplied Badr Corp with mines, guided missiles, launchers, timing
devices and pistols with silencers. These weapons are available in their camps in Al-Ahwar
and Karmanshah.
10- The criminal Muhammad Baqir Al-Hakim coordinated with the Iranian regime to print
10,000 pamphlets (small booklets and a flyer) urging citizens to revolt against the state. Their
agents would bring them to Iraq to distribute them in the southern and Al-Furat Al-Awsat
governorates.
11- The order is issued to take all measures to prevent them from achieving their intentions,
use your sources to gather information about the subject in all sectors, and keep the
information from leaking to lower ranks.
Please review and take the necessary actions.
Signature

Staff Brigadier General
Director of Al-Quds Army Intelligence System
11 Jul 2001
To the commander
We called the formations security officers to come to our headquarters
to brief them about this information and about the security measures to
be taken.
Pleased review and order

Intelligence Brigadier General
Division security Officer
15 Jul 2001
1- Inform all units' intelligence officers about the subject to monitor the areas near their
camps and intensify the guard duties.
2- Intensify the guard duties in our headquarters.
3- Monitor all roads and areas near our headquarters
Signature

15 Jul
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